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Office of the Attorney General      February 16, 2016 

Consumer Protection Division 

800 5th Avenue, Suite 2000 

Seattle, Washington 98104-3188  

 

Dear Attorney General Ferguson:   

This letter provides your agency with notice that a group of nineteen organizations 

located in Washington and Oregon recently filed a complaint with the Internal Revenue Service 

urging the IRS to revoke the Freedom Foundation’s current tax-exempt status. As an agency with 

regulatory authority over nonprofits operating in Washington, it is imperative that you take 

action to ensure compliance with Washington’s tax laws.  Accordingly, we respectfully request 

that your office now undertake its own review of the Freedom Foundation’s activities to 

determine if tax exemption under Washington law is still appropriate for an organization that has 

shown itself to be increasingly politically partisan and only interested in benefiting those whose 

interests align with its own.  

The Freedom Foundation currently claims tax exempt status under section 501(c)(3) of 

the Internal Revenue Code and Washington law.  The requirements of these laws are intended to 

guarantee that those receiving public benefits in the form of tax exemptions operate in a manner 

that benefits the public as a whole and the attached complaint, and the Freedom Foundation’s 

recent actions, demonstrate that its activities have grown increasingly political and are no longer 

in the public interest.  It is clearly not in the public interest to allow the organization to maintain 

its tax exempt status while it operates in this fashion.  The assertions supported by specific facts 

in the attached complaint filed with the IRS include the following:    

The Freedom Foundation is undertaking political campaign intervention on behalf 

of partisan candidates for office. In order to qualify for exemption under section 

501(c)(3), an organization is prohibited from participating or intervening in any political 

campaign on behalf of a partisan candidate for public office. Based on the examples 

provided in the attached complaint and available online, it is clear the Freedom 

Foundation has grown increasingly partisan and is directly intervening in political 

campaigns. This partisan activity is evident in the conduct of the organization itself, and 

also in the conduct of individuals acting on behalf of the organization.  

The Freedom Foundation is operating for the private benefit of the Republican 

Party and other Conservative and Libertarian groups in the states of Washington 

and Oregon. The Internal Revenue Code requires that no more than an insubstantial 

benefit should flow to any private party, including unrelated third parties, from an 

organization exempt under section 501(c)(3). The actions of the Freedom Foundation are 
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benefiting the Republican Party and similar political groups, in far greater than an 

insubstantial amount. Recently, the Freedom Foundation has begun openly working to 

recruit and train candidates at its “Freedom Academy” events held throughout the region.  

 

A substantial part of the Freedom Foundation’s activity is becoming attempts to 

influence legislation and lobbying at the state and local level. Recent actions by your 

office, information contained in Freedom Foundation materials, and statements made by 

leaders of the Organization indicate that the Freedom Foundation may be undertaking 

lobbying activities that are far in excess of what is permissible for an organization exempt 

under section 501(c)(3).  

  

The State has a recognized interest in ensuring organizations holding themselves out as 

nonprofit organizations are benefiting residents throughout the State in exchange for the benefits 

it receives as being recognized as a nonprofit organization. As previously stated by the 

Legislature “it is in the public interest to increase the level of accountability to the public of 

nonprofit corporations through improved reporting, increased consistency between state and 

federal statutes, and a clear definition of those nonprofit corporations that may hold themselves 

out as operating to benefit the public." Nonprofit Corporations – Annual Report – Public Benefit 

Nonprofit Corporations, 1989 Wash. Legis. Serv. 291. Accordingly, as a nonprofit organized and 

operating in Washington, the State has an interest in ensuring the nonprofit’s actions do in fact 

meet the requirements imposed on organizations holding themselves out as benefiting the public.  

 

Organizations operating in Washington are subject to business and occupation taxes in 

exchange for the right to engage in business activities. The tax is generally applied to the gross 

proceeds of sales or gross income of the organization. A nonprofit organization is exempt on 

paying such taxes on its fundraising activities under §82.04.3651 of the Revised Code. The 

legislative history of this section suggests that the purpose of the exemption was contingent on 

the public benefit conferred by the nonprofit organization to the residents of the State: “The 

legislature finds that nonprofit educational, charitable, religious, scientific, and social welfare 

organizations provide many public benefits to the people of the state of Washington. Therefore, 

the legislature finds that it is in the best interests of the state of Washington to provide a limited 

excise tax exemption for fund-raising activities for certain nonprofit organizations." Taxation-

Nonprofit Organizations-Fund Raising Exemption, 1998 Wash. Legis. Serv. Ch. 336 (S.B. 

6599).  Both this reasoning, and the requirements placed upon nonprofit organizations exempt 

under this section, clearly indicate the Freedom Foundation should not qualify for exemption 

from these taxes under Washington law.  

 

The determination of whether the fundraising exemption applies to an organization turns 

on the question of whether it meets the definition of “nonprofit organization.” There are three 
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methods in which an organization such as the Freedom Foundation can satisfy the definition of a 

“nonprofit organization” for the purpose of this exemption. They are recognition under section 

501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue  Code (which includes an absolute prohibition on political 

activity), being an organization eligible for exemption under section 501(c)(3) that has otherwise 

elected not to apply for exemption, or being an organization that satisfies the criteria of 

82.04.3651(2)(c) which states that no organization will qualify as a nonprofit organization under 

that provision if its activities include a “substantial amount of political activity.” Thus under any 

applicable definition of “nonprofit organization” an organization that intervenes in political 

campaigns or undertakes political activity should not be eligible for this exemption.  

 

As demonstrated by the examples stated in the IRS complaint included with this letter it 

is clear that the activities of the Freedom Foundation are both political and partisan.  Therefore 

its tax exemption is no longer of benefit to the public generally, and allowing such an 

organization to enjoy the benefits of exemption from taxation runs counter to the reasons stated 

in the legislative history. As such, Washington State should review the record of the Freedom 

Foundation’s activity and revoke its tax exemption, given that exempt status only functions as a 

subsidy of the activities of a group that is interested solely in benefitting those who share its 

political disposition. 

 

The tax exempt status of the Freedom Foundation is also relevant as it relates to the 

State’s interest in protecting residents who are solicited for donations to the organization. The 

prospective actions of the IRS related to the attached complaint put in jeopardy the ability for 

residents who give with the presumption their donation is tax deductible to claim such deduction.  

As a result, Washington organizations with an interest in making eligible grants, individuals 

working to give to further the public good, and taxpayers throughout the State may suffer 

adverse consequences if the Freedom Foundation is permitted to operate in the manner it 

currently does as demonstrated in the complaint.  

 

 It is clear the Freedom Foundation is operating outside the parameters envisioned for an 

organization that is exempt from taxation under R.C.W. §82.04.3651. Because the activities of 

the Freedom Foundation no longer benefit the public in manner anticipated by the legislature in 

enacting the current tax exemption provisions and because those activities have become overtly 

political, we respectfully request that your office investigate whether the Freedom Foundation’s 

tax exempt status complies with Washington law.  

 

The public should no longer be expected to subsidize the activities of a partisan political group 

and we hope that the evidence included in the attached complaint provides you with the needed 

information to provide a basis for revocation at this time.  
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Thank you,  

 

Andrew Biviano 

Founding Member  

Northwest Accountability Project    

 

Rachel Berkson 

Executive Director 

NARAL Pro-Choice Washington 

  

EJ Juárez      

Executive Director 

Progressive Majority Washington 

 

Kelly Fox 

President 

Washington State Council of Fire Fighters 

 

Karen Strickland 

President 

American Federation of Teachers Washington 

 

Michael Andrew 

Secretary-Treasurer 

Pride at Work Washington 

 

Lyyne Dodson 

Secretary Treasurer 

Washington State Labor Council, AFL-CIO 

 

John Scearcy 

Secretary-Treasurer 

Teamsters Local 117 
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Internal Revenue Service        12/2/2015 

1111 Constitution Ave., NW 

Washington, D.C. 20224 

 

 

 

COMPLAINT 

 

The Northwest Accountability Project respectfully requests the Internal Revenue Service 

(“IRS”) investigate whether the Evergreen Freedom Foundation (“Freedom Foundation”), an 

organization incorporated in Washington and currently claiming exemption under section 

501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code (“Code” or “IRC”), is operating in a manner that is in 

violation of its exempt status by engaging in political campaign intervention, providing a private 

benefit to the Republican Party and other conservative and libertarian groups in Washington and 

Oregon, and by possibly exceeding its permissible lobbying expenditures under section 501(h).  

The Freedom Foundation incorporated in Washington State on January 4, 1991, applying 

for Federal tax exemption as an “educational organization” under section 501(c)(3) of the Code.1  

According to its bylaws, the organization was founded to “uphold and strengthen the 

fundamental principles of individual liberty, traditional American values and institutions, 

productive free enterprise, common sense policies, environmental and natural resource 

management, responsible and (sic), budget and taxation” by “maintain[ing] regular and 

bipartisan communication with elected officials and community and business leaders” and 

conducting “research and publishing studies and programs dealing with basic affordable family 

healthcare and housing for low income families” among other purposes.  

Since 1991, the Foundation has swelled from two employees to nearly twenty, and lost 

track of the “bipartisan” objectives outlined by its founders. It has since fully embraced its role 

as a partisan group bent on advocating for the political gain of the Republican Party, similar 

organizations, and their candidates through campaign intervention and massive lobbying 

offensives. When Tom McCabe became CEO and took over the organization in 2013, he 

abandoned even the idea that the Freedom Foundation was run for the “public good;” as one 

representative for the Foundation put it, “he doesn’t want us to be a think tank anymore.”2 

Although there has been a demonstrable shift in the Freedom Foundation’s mission and 

political tactics since its inception, it still keeps the benefits that come with its 501(c)(3) 

exemption to garner legitimacy and enjoy what amounts to tax-payer assistance for its partisan 

work. Complaints have been filed with the IRS alleging misconduct and violations of the Code 

                                                           
1 IRC § 501(c)(3). 
2 Many of the statements included in this complaint were obtained based on the recollection of individuals in attendance at the 

events discussed below. Should the IRS wish to verify the details of any statements contained in this complaint the Northwest 

Accountability Project can provide additional information to support the validity of such statements.   
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as recently as October of 2014, however the organization’s exemption remains intact. Even more 

recently, the State of Washington sued the organization in October, 2015, alleging that the group 

violated campaign finance laws when it failed to report its involvement in ballot initiatives. 

Without immediate action by the IRS, the Freedom Foundation will continue to abuse its status 

as an “educational” organization exempt under section 501(c)(3), contrary to the clear legal rules 

contained in that provision of the Code.  

Background on the law governing section 501(c)(3) Exempt Organizations 

To be tax-exempt under section 501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code, an organization 

must be both organized and operated exclusively for exempt purposes set forth in section 

501(c)(3). To qualify for such exemption an organization must satisfy four criteria: it must be 

organized and operated exclusively for exempt purposes; no part of its net earnings may inure to 

the benefit of a private shareholder or individual; no part of its activities may constitute 

intervention or participation in any political campaign on behalf of any candidate for public 

office; and no substantial part of its activities may consist of lobbying activities.3 An 

organization’s failure to satisfy any of the requirements of the organization or operational tests 

renders an organization unable to qualify or remain exempt under section 501(c)(3).4 Thus the 

presence of a single substantial nonexempt purpose that violates the criteria stated above will 

disqualify any section 501(c)(3) organization, regardless of whether it furthers other truly exempt 

purposes.5  

 As stated above, section 501(c)(3) requires an organization to be both "organized" and 

"operated" exclusively for one or more exempt purposes. If the organization fails either the 

organizational test or the operational test, it is not exempt.6 The organizational test concerns the 

organization’s articles of organization or comparable governing documents. The operational test 

of section 501(c)(3) is designed to insure that the organization's resources and activities are 

devoted to furthering exempt purposes that benefit the general public. The operational test 

examines the actual purpose for the organization's activities and not the nature of the activities or 

the organization's statement of purpose.7 In testing compliance with the operational test, the 

Service must look beyond the organization's charter, and claims of exempt behavior, to discover 

“the actual objects motivating the organization and the subsequent conduct of the organization.”8  

The true purpose of an organization, as well as the actual nature of its activities, are 

questions of fact.9 As such, the following complaint  focuses on the operational test and will give 

specific examples, supported by evidence, of facts that demonstrate the Freedom Foundation has 

                                                           
3 See American Campaign Academy, 92 T.C. 1053 (1989), 4787-88X. 
4 See Levy Family Tribe Foundation v. Commissioner, 69 T.C. 615, 618 (1978) 
5 Better Business Bureau v. United States, 326 U.S. 279 (1945). 
6 Treas. Reg. § 1.501(c)(3)–1(a)(1). 
7 American Campaign Academy, 92 T.C. 1053 (1989), 4787-88X. Citing to Kentucky Bar Foundation v. Commissioner, 78 T.C. 

921, 923- 924 (1982). 
8 Taxation with Representation v. United States, 585 F.2d 1219, 1222 (4th Cir. 1978), citing Samuel Friedland Foundation v. 

United States, 144 F.Supp. 74, 85 (D.N.J. 1956); Christian Manner International v. Commissioner, 71 T.C. 661, 668 (1979). 
9 Christian Manner International v. Commissioner, 71 T.C. at 668. 
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not maintained its legitimate tax exempt status and is, in fact, operating in a manner that is 

inconsistent with exemption under section 501(c)(3).  

Summary  

I. The Freedom Foundation is participating in political campaign intervention. To 

qualify for exemption under section 501(c)(3), an organization may not participate in, or 

intervene in (including the publishing or distributing of statements), any political 

campaign on behalf of (or in opposition to) any candidate for public office. This 

prohibition is absolute. Based on all facts and circumstances demonstrated by the 

evidence and examples included in this complaint, it is clear the Freedom Foundation is 

directly intervening in political campaigns through its own actions and through 

individuals acting on behalf of the organization. 

 

II. The Freedom Foundation is operated for the private benefit of the Republican Party 

and other conservative and libertarian groups in the states of Washington and 

Oregon. To be tax-exempt under section 501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code, an 

organization must be operated exclusively for exempt purposes and not for the benefit of 

a private individual or group. This prohibition requires that no more than an insubstantial 

benefit should flow to a private party, including unrelated third parties. Because the 

actions of the Freedom Foundation benefit the Republican Party and similar political 

groups, in far greater than an insubstantial amount, it is not operating for the benefit of 

the public and its exemption under section 501(c)(3) should be revoked. 

 

III.  A substantial part of the Freedom Foundation’s activities is attempting to influence 

legislative activity and lobbying. A section 501(c)(3) organization is permitted to 

undertake a limited amount of lobbying activity while maintaining its exempt status. As 

an organization that has elected to be subject to the expenditure test under section 501(h) 

the Freedom Foundation regularly reports figures that suggest it is within the acceptable 

parameters of this test. However, given the information contained in Freedom Foundation 

communications and materials, statements made by leaders of the organization, and 

activities of its staff, it appears that based upon information and belief the lobbying 

expenses of the organization may be far in excess of what is permissible for an 

organization exempt under section 501(c)(3).  

 

Accordingly, additional review should be conducted to determine whether revocation, or 

the issuance of excise taxes are appropriate when all the facts and circumstances are considered.  
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Violations10 

I. The Freedom Foundation is participating in political campaign intervention. 

The prohibition against political activities by organizations exempt under section 

501(c)(3) is absolute.11  Any organization that “participates or intervenes, directly or indirectly, 

in any political campaign on behalf of or in opposition to any candidate for public office” is 

considered to be an action organization.12 Such action organizations are not considered to be 

operated exclusively for one or more exempt purposes, as required by the operational test.13  

Activities which constitute participation or intervention in a political campaign on behalf 

of or in opposition to a candidate include, but are not limited to, the making of statements on 

behalf or in opposition to a candidate for public office.14 Consequently, a written or oral 

endorsement of a candidate, or statement in opposition to an identified candidate, is strictly 

prohibited. The rating of candidates, even on a non-partisan basis, is also prohibited.15 

Furthermore, a section 501(c)(3) organization may not distribute partisan campaign literature to 

the public, provide or solicit support to or for candidates or political organizations, or establish 

political action committees as a means to do indirectly what the organization may not do directly.  

In situations where there is no explicit candidate endorsement there is no bright-line test 

for determining if the section 501(c)(3) organization participated or intervened in a political 

campaign. Instead, all the facts and circumstances, including but not limited to, statements or 

actions of the organization and its officers or representatives, must be considered.16 A primary 

factor to consider when evaluating whether the statements of the organization constitute political 

campaign intervention includes whether the statement clearly identifies a candidate, either 

directly or indirectly, a political party affiliation, or other distinguishable facts that make 

reference to a candidate including their image and likeness.17 Other facts and circumstances 

relevant to the determination of whether an action or statement constitutes prohibited campaign 

intervention include, among others, whether the statement expresses approval or disapproval for 

one or more candidates’ positions or actions; is delivered close in time to the election; makes 

reference to voting or an election; and whether the issue addressed has been raised as an issue 

distinguishing candidates for a given office. Statements that make reference to candidates or 

voting in a specific upcoming election face an increased risk of being qualified as political 

                                                           
10 Many of the facts laid out below serve as evidence of violations of more than one provision of the Code.  For example, the 

activities in the section on campaign intervention generally serve as examples of the private benefit passing to the Republican 

Party as well and vice-versa. 
11 J.E. Kindell & J.F. Reilly, Election Year Issues, Exempt Organizations Continuing Professional Education Technical 

Instruction Program 335, 352 (2002); see also United States v. Dykema, 666 F.2d 1096, 1101 (7th Cir. 1981) ("It should be noted 

that exemption is lost . . . by participation in any political campaign on behalf of any candidate for public office. It need not form 

a substantial part of the organization's activities"). 
12 Treas. Reg. § 1.501(c)(3)-1(c)(3)(iii). 
13 See Treas. Reg. § 1-501(c)(3)-1(c)(3). 
14 See Id., See also Treas. Reg. § 53.4945-3(a)(2)(i). 
15 See Association of the Bar of the City of New York v. Commissioner, 858 F.2d 876 (2d Cir. 1988), cert. denied, 490 U.S. 1030 

(1989). 
16 Fund For Study of Econ. Growth & Tax Reform v. I.R.S., 997 F. Supp. 15, 21 (D.D.C.) aff'd sub nom. Fund for the Study of 

Econ. Growth & Tax Reform v. I.R.S., 161 F.3d 755 (D.C. Cir. 1998); Rev. Rul. 2007-41, 2007-1 C.B. 1421 (2007). 
17 Rev. Rul. 2007-41, 2007-1 C.B. 1421 (2007). 
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campaign intervention. Note that for the purposes of the operational test a web site is a form of 

communication. Therefore if an organization posts anything on its web site that favors or 

opposes a candidate for public office, this communication will be treated the same as if it was 

distributed printed material, oral statements or broadcasts by the organization.18  

Like the organization itself, the actions and statements of those associated with the 

organization, especially those in leadership roles, must also be evaluated when reviewing 

whether exemption is appropriate under section 501(c)(3).19 Political activities of the members of 

an organization are imputed to the organization when such acts are either directly or indirectly 

authorized or ratified by the organization.20 An organization, by its nature, acts through its 

employees and agents; accordingly, the political activity of these individuals may then be 

attributed to the organization based on all the facts and circumstances.21 Circumstances and facts 

to consider when reviewing the speech and activities of an individual associated with an exempt 

organization include whether financial resources and personnel of the organization are used in 

the course of performing the activates at issue, whether the individual makes clear they are 

speaking on their own behalf or if official titles are used, and where the activity or statement at 

issue occurs.22  

In the instances where political campaign intervention occurs, section 4955 of the Code 

imposes an excise tax on the political expenditures of section 501(c)(3) organizations and any 

managers of the organization that knowingly approved the political expenditure.23 When drafted, 

section 4955 was intended to strengthen, not weaken or replace, the prohibition on political 

campaign activity that can result in a revocation of the organization’s exempt status.24 This is 

evidenced by Congress enacting along with section 4955 other provisions needed to give the 

Service tools to enforce the political campaign prohibition: the termination assessment 

provisions of section 6852, the injunctive provisions of section 7409, and the amendments to 

section 504 making qualification under section 501(c)(4) unavailable to an organization that has 

lost its tax-exempt status under section 501(c)(3) due to political campaign activity.25 As such, 

should it find that the organization is undertaking political campaign intervention, the Service 

may impose excise taxes along with, or in lieu of, revoking exemption. 

Specific instances of political campaign intervention. 

(1) The following articles have been pulled directly from the Official Blog of the Freedom 

Foundation a blog on the Freedom Foundation website that is paid for by, and maintained 

                                                           
18 See Id.  
19 See Id. 
20 In Re: Whether an Org. Intervened in Political Campaigns on Behalf of Candidates for Pub. Office in Violation of section 

501(c)(3), GCM 39414 (I.R.S. Sept. 25, 1985) (citing G.C.M. 33912, I-2782 (August 15, 1968)). 
21 I.R.S. TAM 200446033 (Nov. 12, 2004).  
22 See Id.  
23 See Treas. Reg. § 53.4955-1. 
24Political Expenditures by section 501(c)(3) Organizations, 60 FR 62209-01 (“To be exempt from income tax as an organization 

described in section 501(c)(3), an organization may not intervene in any political campaign on behalf of any candidate for public 

office. Consistent with this requirement, section 4955 does not permit a de minimis amount of political intervention”). 
25Kindell & Reilly, Election Year Issues at 354. 
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by staff of, the Freedom Foundation.26 The statements contained therein offer a snapshot 

of the activities and statements of the organization over the last two years.  

These articles are publicly available and the messages contained in them bear the full 

imprimatur of the organization in the same manner any other official publication would. These 

posts offer a snapshot of the Freedom Foundation’s written political activity, including both 

direct and indirect endorsements of political candidates, undertaken by the Freedom Foundation 

in clear violation of its 501(c)(3) status.   

a. On April 3, 2014 Jeff Rhodes, Managing Editor at the Freedom Foundation, 

posts an article that attacks Judy Arbogast – a Democratic Candidate for Senate 

in Washington’s 26th District. The post calls her “a union stooge,” “labor’s sock 

puppet,” “a wholly owned subsidiary of the WEA,” and claims that she isn’t 

“remotely qualified.” Adding that she is running as “nothing more than a desperate 

plea on the part of the 26th District Democrats for labor to throw hundreds of 

thousands more of the membership’s dollars down the rat hole by recruiting a 

candidate who’d be at home in one….In other words, one of their own.” This overt 

attack on a candidate, and the entire Democratic Party in WA-26 shows the Freedom 

Foundation’s naked political agenda (see Exhibit A). 

b. Throughout 2014 the Freedom Foundation, published blog posts highlighting a 

“pledge” that the Freedom Foundation had circulated to candidates pursuant to 

the 2014 election. This pledge, which was slanted strongly in favor of Republican 

policies, was signed and publicized in coordination with candidates for office and 

operated as an endorsement of each individual’s candidacy. The pledge, which 

says that the candidate will refuse certain union contributions, was signed by 66 

candidates, only four of whom were Democrats (see Exhibits B-E) 

In addition, it is clear some candidates used this “pledge” as a tool to promote 

their conservative credentials before the election and the Freedom Foundation was 

complicit in the candidate’s use of the Freedom Foundation name and endorsement. 

On June 12, 2014, then candidate Lynda Wilson posted a picture of herself and the 

Freedom Foundation’s CEO Tom McCabe on her website with the caption “Lynda 

Wilson with Freedom Foundation’s CEO Tom McCabe.” The accompanying article 

tells readers that Ms. Wilson is the first candidate in Washington to sign the Freedom 

Foundation’s pledge. By appearing with the candidate on her campaign website next 

to a story about how Ms. Wilson was aligned with his organization, Tom McCabe and 

the Freedom Foundation promoted her candidacy (see Exhibit F). 

It should be noted that on the same day the Wilson campaign also posted a picture 

of Ms. Wilson appearing on the Freedom Foundation’s Podcast. The campaign 

website features a link to the podcast and the image caption tells readers that “Wilson 

is asked to describe…what it takes to run a campaign that must fight against an 

                                                           
26 The Freedom Foundation “Blog” page can be found here: http://www.myfreedomfoundation.com/blogs (last accessed 

12/1/15).   
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opponent that uses contributions taken from the wages of unwilling citizens.” The 

Freedom Foundation, in doing so, provided Ms. Wilson with additional benefits by 

way of free advertising and a platform for her political agenda. There is no indication 

that this opportunity was offered to Ms. Wilson’s opponent and as such should be 

seen as an additional act by the Freedom Foundation to attempt to promote her 

candidacy (see Exhibit G). 

c. On October 21, 2014 Glen Morgan, Adjunct Fellow at the Freedom Foundation, 

published an article that clearly violated the prohibition against campaign 

involvement by expressing opposition to three candidates for Clallam County 

Freeholder. The post claims that the candidates are making false claims about their 

positions on government transparency and concludes by stating that “we [the 

Freedom Foundation] believe their [the candidates] views are not good government 

policy, and we will keep championing transparency in government regardless of how 

many false promises politicians make” (see Exhibit H). 

d. In an October 27, 2014 post Jami Lund, Senior Policy Analyst at Freedom 

Foundation, directly names several candidates for elected office and implies 

statements about their candidacy based on their acceptance of union 

contributions. In the article, Mr. Lund establishes WEA as a bad actor by 

disparaging union-enabling laws as a “gross injustice.” Mr. Lund then proceeds to 

claim that WEA is funding Democrats: “of the funds collected by the WEA political 

action committee, $442,000 of the total was simply handed over to Democrat partisan 

political action committees.” The implication is that the WEA is acting improperly, 

and by extension, so are the Democratic candidates to whom it donates. There is no 

mention of Republican recipients of funds, in fact Republican candidates are only 

mentioned when Mr. Lund is portraying named candidates as brave fighters who push 

back against Democratic tyranny. Describing one candidate as “the attorney 

responsible for the US Supreme Court victory, Davenport vs. WEA” (see Exhibit I). 

 

e. On October 28, 2014, Glen Morgan, Adjunct Fellow at the Freedom Foundation, 

published a blog post attacking then Democratic candidate Michael Wilson. A 

report had surfaced that Mr. Wilson, a local teacher and track coach, had asked his 

track students to drop off literature for his campaign during their practice runs. Mr. 

Morgan describes Mr. Wilson as “colluding with other teachers” and says the event 

was a “fiasco” so egregious that parents “have complained about politicians using 

their children as free labor.” This post is a clear attempt to draw attention to a 

Democratic candidate’s gaffe, thereby openly opposing his candidacy on the Freedom 

Foundation’s public platform (see Exhibit J).  

 

f. The Freedom Foundation drafted a sample response and survey as a way of 

creating a partisan voter guide – an act clearly prohibited by the Code. Using 

their blog, the Freedom Foundation published a “School Board Voters Guide” written 

by Jami Lund, Senior Policy Analyst, on October 15, 2015. The guide, designed to 
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influence voters’ decisions in the November election, begins by laying out the four 

questions that the Freedom Foundation believes are important and then goes on to 

give sample answers to these questions, providing what amounts to a prefabricated 

rubric for voters to evaluate the candidates. This guide amounts to a partisan 

endorsement of the candidates whose answers are included and may or may not align 

with the Freedom Foundation’s “sample” positions (see Exhibits K-L).  

 

(2) The Freedom Foundation hosted a purely partisan political event that included elected 

officials and encouraged those in attendance to take action to support Republicans and 

defeat Democrats.  

On Thursday, December 11, 2014, the Freedom Foundation held an event in Olympia 

Washington titled “Leveling the Political Playing Field” (see Exhibit M). The event’s 

announcement on the Freedom Foundation website included the following description of the 

event: “It’s no secret that when it comes to political campaigns, the game is rigged. The left 

simply has more money than the right—and rather than use it to promote their cause, they use it 

to demean good candidates. Come learn the secret about how the left collects political money, 

how they use it and the Freedom Foundation’s plan to level the playing field.”  

This event, which was a clearly partisan political event, featured comments by Jami 

Lund, senior policy analyst at the Freedom Foundation, who indicated the mission of the 

organization under its new CEO had changed. According to those in attendance that night, Lund 

stated that the new CEO McCabe was a “firebrand” and no longer wanted the Freedom 

Foundation to be seen as a “think tank” (this is further evidenced by the Foundation’s own 

description on the website as an “action tank,” see Exhibit N). Adding that Mr. McCabe “doesn’t 

want is to write papers” and thinks the Freedom Foundation should, stop “mulling what the 

possible solutions might be in a theoretical universe” and to instead “take action.” This 

statement, coupled with the general nature of the event, would lead any rational observer to 

conclude that these words were meant to indicate support for those elected officials in attendance 

that night as special guests. Those guests listed on the invitation for the event included Sen. John 

Braun, Rep. JT Wilcox, and Rep. Matt Manweller, each a Republican member of the 

Washington State Legislature.   

 As a result, based on the facts and circumstances of detailed above the Freedom 

Foundation participated in prohibited campaign intervention at this event because there was a 

call to action on behalf of the Republican Party and the officials in attendance that night. No 

attempts of any kind were made to appear bipartisan and any intended outcome of this event 

would clearly favor candidates from the Republican Party.   

(3) Scott Roberts, in speaking on behalf of the Freedom Foundation, consistently makes 

direct references to candidates for office and implicitly expresses favor towards 

Republican candidates and opposition to Democrats.  

On January 20, 2015, Scott Roberts, Freedom in Action Director of the Freedom 

Foundation attended and spoke at an event held by the Yakima Republicans Liberty Caucus. 

While this was not a Freedom Foundation sponsored event, events such as this are advertised on 

the Freedom Foundation website where groups can request speakers come on behalf of the 
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Freedom Foundation to discuss a range of topics with the group (see Exhibit O). In this instance, 

Mr. Roberts appeared in his official capacity at a partisan political event and according to an 

individual in attendance made the following statements in discussing elections around the State:  

 In discussing the recent elections he stated that “there were seven seats needed to pick up 

an outright majority in the House and the Republicans picked up four. Which leaves them 

three out of the majority, which is close. It’s not too far to think in the 30th [legislative 

district] that if you pick up one more, there’s only two out, maybe there could be a power 

sharing agreement in the House. That thought is starting too, you’re hearing that chatter 

because in the 30th district, which is Federal Way, you remember Freeman ran? He was 

an incumbent Democrat and he ran and died during the election but he was elected. They 

replaced him with the former WEA President from 320th street there in Federal Way, a 

lady in her 70s and she’s now sitting. She probably won’t be the person who runs because 

you can’t raise money during legislative session. They [Democrats] will run somebody, 

there’s a special election this year in Federal Way, in the 30th. This will be another battle 

royale just like the 26th legislative district with Jan Angel remember? And Nathan 

Schlicher? This’ll be a million-dollar plus race in Federal Way this year, this is a fight 

basically for control over the House.” 

 Adding that “Now it’s one seat that’s a potential pickup for Republicans which leaves 

you two out. You get a Brian Blake out of Pacific County to crossover and you get maybe 

someone like a Chris Hurst to crossover then you have a power sharing agreement in the 

House.” 

In discussing these elections, Mr. Roberts was clear in his feelings towards the specific 

candidates he names. As a high ranking official of the organization, his comments are imputed to 

the Freedom Foundation. These statements clearly demonstrate once again the Freedom 

Foundation’s brazen willingness to disregard the requirements of the Code and operate as a 

political arm of the conservative movement in Washington that throws the full weight of its 

endorsements, and exempt status, behind its favored candidates. As such, due to the strict 

prohibition on political activity for a 501(c)(3) organization, the actions of Mr. Roberts and the 

Freedom Foundation are clear grounds for revocation of the organization’s exempt status.  

(4) The Statements of Tom McCabe and Scott Robertson at the Vancouver stop of the 

Freedom Foundation’s “Free Washington Tour” in support of Republican Candidates for 

State Legislative offices constitute prohibited political campaign intervention.27   

 

On April 23, 2014 Tom McCabe, CEO, and Scott Roberts, Freedom in Action Director of 

the Freedom Foundation, attended an event listed on the Freedom Foundation site as part of the 

“Free Washington Tour” (see Exhibit O, 4/23 entry for Vancouver, WA). This event doubled as 

a partisan political event and fundraiser for the then declared Republican Candidate for 

Washington’s 17th legislative district, Lynda Wilson, as evidenced by her presence, introduction, 

                                                           
27 Video of the event is available on YouTube. The video’s title and description are: Freedom Foundation - Fighting Labor Union 

Political Manipulation; Freedom Foundation's Tom McCabe and Scott Roberts speaking at an event held in Vancouver, 

Washington on April 23, 2014. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ex3Bv0-lDVA (last accessed on 11/19/2015). 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ex3Bv0-lDVA
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inclusion of her campaign material, and subject matter of the comments made by Messrs. 

McCabe and Roberts.   

At this event, Mr. McCabe was first introduced by Ms. Wilson as the CEO of the 

Freedom Foundation, a claim he reiterates in the course of his opening remarks. Mr. McCabe 

then continues on for the next approximately 19 minutes and makes the following claims and 

statements: 

 That he is there to “talk about the upcoming political season.” 

 Makes reference to a Freedom Foundation prepared brochure he has copies of for the 

audience that shows labor unions are “by far the largest contributors to the Democratic 

Party and to the left in our state” and that “labor unions contributed $5.8 mil to Jay 

Inslee’s campaign when he was running for Governor.” Mr. Roberts in speaking at a later 

time in the video makes reference to additional documents that are being provided at the 

event produced by the Freedom Foundation that can serve for those in attendance as 

templates for adopting measures to pass local ordinances.  

 On why the Freedom Foundation needs to take on labor unions: “[a]nother reason we 

have to take them on is because we as conservatives want certain things--we want 

education reform and we want pension reform and we want less taxes and we want 

smaller government and you’re never going to get those things with unions standing in 

the way,” adding that “[w]hat Scott (Freedom in Action Director also in attendance) and I 

and the staff at the Freedom Foundation want to do is limit their sphere of influence and 

reduce their sphere of influence down to something that’s proportionate to their size and 

allow the conservative voice to be heard so we have a plan to do that.” 

 Around the ten minute mark in the video Mr. McCabe encourages those in attendance to 

fill out a card to connect with the Freedom Foundation in the future, further implicating 

the organization’s sponsorship and involvement in this event.  

 Around the seventeen minute mark Mr. McCabe refers to himself and those in attendance 

as “political insiders” – a seemingly unfitting description for someone speaking at an 

event in his role as the CEO of a 501(c)(3) organization.  

 In discussing the plans of the Freedom Foundation and introducing Mr. Roberts, Mr. 

McCabe states that Mr. Roberts has been working at the Freedom Foundation for 7 years 

as a community activist, adding that “[i]f Scott was a Democrat, if he was a liberal 

Democrat, he would live in Chicago and he'd be working as a community activist for the 

Obama machine, he’s that good.” 

 

Mr. Roberts begins speaking around the nineteen minute mark and introduces a third 

Freedom Foundation staffer in attendance at the event and their role with the organization. He 

then continues on and makes the following statement among others:  

 On why they need to go on offense against the “union political machine” Mr. Roberts 

states that “for every dollar they spend defending their idea is a dollar they don’t have to 

spend against our good candidates that are trying to move forward.” 

 

Around the thirty-four minute mark Mr. McCabe rejoins Mr. Roberts for a question and 

answer session that leads off with Mr. McCabe saying they still need to discuss the “importance 
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of the upcoming election.” In this session Mr. McCabe discusses in great detail various political 

races in the state, political topics generally, and discusses them with in a strongly partisan 

fashion. Specifically:  

 In discussing the 28th Legislative District Mr. McCabe speaks to the strengths of 

Republican candidate, Steve O’ban, referring to his Democratic opponent Tami Green as 

“no friend of business and a union lackey.” McCabe then goes on to solicit funds for Mr. 

O’ban by adding that if “you have spare money or time, that’s the place people... need to 

focus” ending with “if we as Conservatives, and Republicans, lose the Senate we know 

what’s up.” 

 In discussing the 30th district, he discusses the Republican candidate, Mark Miloscia, in 

positive terms as discusses his decision to run as a Republican as a “great coup for 

Republicans.” 

 He describes Lynda Wilson, the host and Republican candidate for the 17th District as “a 

great candidate” adding that Democrats are “worried” about this seat (then held by a 

Democrat) and that’s “great news.” 

 

The facts and circumstances discussed above, and the additional comments and 

references included in the video, clearly demonstrate the Freedom Foundation engaged in 

impermissible campaign intervention at its “Free Washington Tour” event in Vancouver because 

Mr. McCabe and Mr. Roberts, in their capacity as agents of the Freedom Foundation at a 

Freedom Foundation sponsored event, made numerous statements in support or opposition to 

named candidates for state legislative seats. Additionally, Mr. McCabe’s appeal for those with 

“spare money” to send it to the Republican candidate in the 28th Legislative district is a direct 

financial solicitation in support of a named candidate and a clear violation of the prohibition on 

campaign activity for a 501(c)(3) organization.  

(5) In January of 2015 the Freedom Foundation held “Free Washington” events 

throughout the State of Washington. As they did at the event held in Vancouver, and 

discussed in detail above, members of the Freedom Foundation made comments that 

demonstrated political activity has become a substantial purpose of the organization.  

At each of the events listed below, members of the Freedom Foundation elaborated on 

the work they did in relation to the 2014 election cycle and discussed many of the ways the 

organization planned to involve itself in political campaigns in the coming years. Among other 

things, great attention was paid to the organization’s direct and indirect campaign activity. 

Additionally, the group continually references its plans to begin training conservative leaning 

candidates to run as Republicans at all levels of government in Washington. Taken cumulatively, 

these events and statements clearly demonstrate the underlying political nature of the Freedom 

Foundation and its efforts to support the Republican Party. These actions are further evidence 

that the activities of the organization go far beyond the permissible scope for an organization 

exempt under section 501(c)(3).  

Specific examples from individual events held as part of the “Free Washington” winter 

tour include:  
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a. Free Washington Tour – Spokane 

At the event held on January 5, 2015, an attendee of the event reported that Scott Roberts, 

Freedom in Action Director, discussed the Freedom Foundation’s involvement in the legislative 

race for the 17th District, stating that “We [the Freedom Foundation] got involved in one of those 

[legislative races] slightly which was down in Vancouver WA. You may have watched Lynda 

Wilson (Republican Candidate discussed above) who was running against Monica Stonier, and 

the unions spent a bunch of money in Independent Expenditure work against Lynda Wilson.”  

b. Free Washington Tour – Bellingham 

At the event held on January 6, 2015, an attendee of the event reported that Matt 

Hayward, Washington Coordinator of the Freedom Foundation, stated that “[An organization 

similar to the Freedom Foundation in Colorado] has actually trained candidates for school board, 

something that we’re [the Freedom Foundation] starting to do now. I’m trying to catch up with 

him, which is a delight – and training candidates for school board. Then they continue to work 

with them, and they help them with the public relations nightmare that goes along with standing 

up to these guys.” 

Adding later that the work of the Freedom Foundation is “all about the defunding of the 

political aspect, that’s our main thing…but it’s not the only thing, we’re doing everything, 

whether trying to come from the state legislative level all the way down to the municipality, from 

decertification to right-to-work to transparency you know. So it’s not like there’s one battle or 

one avenue we’re trying to get them all. But the way I look at it, the way everything ties together 

is defunding, so no matter what we’re doing, we’re trying to go after the funding aspect of it. 

Because that controls…I mean, they’re buying politicians.” 

c. Free Washington Tour – Shelton 

At the event held on January 6, 2015, an attendee of the event reported that Tom 

McCabe, CEO, made the following statement to explain why the work of the Freedom 

Foundation was focused on defunding unions: “When I got to the Freedom Foundation – it was 

about 13 months ago – I told my staff ‘we need to fight unions. Because unions have corrupted 

our state, they have ensured that we’re the bluest state in the country.’”  

d. Free Washington Tour – Bellevue 

At the event held on January 8, 2015, an attendee of the event reported that Jami Lund, 

Senior Policy Analyst at the Freedom Foundation, when discussing the candidate training the 

Freedom Foundation had planned for this year said: “[a]nd we [the Freedom Foundation] intend 

to do more of that. We have always been really really focused on training people for local office, 

encouraging people to run for local office, and we’re going to do that. This is a local office here, 

lot of school board elections, lot of lower offices, and we’re frustrated;” Adding that “We’ve 

done a great deal actually of training people for that, trying to get people to step into those spots, 

creating more of an opportunity;” and also “starting to build the ground up sort of effort that you 

need to ultimately get, so we’re looking longer view on that and we’re happily training folks, I 

got to work with legislators in the last year and see some of them on the legislature and going to 

get to meet with them…” 
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(6) David Dewhirst openly discusses the motivation of the Freedom Foundation is to 

defund the unions to undercut “liberals” and indicated the organization has played a role 

in political campaigns around the state.  

On September 4, 2015, David Dewhirst, Litigation Associate of the Freedom Foundation, 

attended and presented on behalf of the Freedom Foundation an event at the Republican 

Woman’s Club of Mason County. A clearly partisan political event, according to an attendee Mr. 

Dewhirst made the following comments when discussing the intentions and actions of the 

Freedom Foundation:  

 “I’m David, I’m one of the attorneys at the Freedom Foundation, and Connie’s right we 

have been extraordinarily busy for the last couple years. That’s because under the wise 

direction of Tom McCabe and the other folks on top of the ladder there, we’ve started 

attacking the problem, and not just the symptoms of the liberal government. We believe 

that the problem starts with government unions. These institutions exist for the purpose of 

exerting political influence and furthering a radical leftist agenda.” 

 “As long as they [labor unions] are able to maintain that racket and spend millions of 

dollars to maintain their power over our political system, we won’t be able to elect men 

and women like that on a large enough scale to enact the kind of change that we need to 

see in Washington and Oregon and in other places.” 

 “A lot of you have personal experience with this: getting people involved at the 

grassroots level to fight back. We ran last year a number of…let me correct that: we are a 

501(c)(3) charity, we do not run political campaigns, but people in four difference 

communities in Washington ran local initiatives…” 

 In pointing out an individual in the crowd, during his presentation Mr. Dewhirst made the 

following statement: “I really hope you get elected, I really do…” 

 

Taken collectively Mr. Dewhirst paints the Freedom Foundation as a partisan 

organization with political motivations. His willingness to state that the goals of the Freedom 

Foundation are to oppose liberal government and his inadvertent admission that the Foundation 

“ran last year” a number of political campaigns is a clear indication there is more to the plans of 

the Freedom Foundation than is being shared. Regardless, his indication that the Freedom 

Foundation has political objectives and may have been involved in campaigns around the state 

further demonstrate the organization is in fact an action organization partaking in prohibited 

political activity and exemption under section 501(c)(3) is inappropriate for the organization.  

As evidenced by each of the examples given above, the Freedom Foundation is openly 

involving itself in political campaigns on behalf of candidates. Because the organization has 

made statements on its website in support or opposition to candidates and its leaders have made 

similar oral statements at public events, there is a sufficient basis for the IRS to determine that 

exemption under section 501(c)(3) is no longer warranted for the organization based on their 

operations and its status should be revoked.   

II. Failure to show a public benefit; the activities of the Freedom Foundation 

provide a substantial private benefit to the Republican Party, Tea Party, and 

other conservative and libertarian political organizations. 
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To remain exempt under section 501(c)(3) of the code, an organization must be operated 

exclusively for one or more exempt public purposes. An organization operating for the benefit of 

any private interest may not maintain its exemption under section 501(c)(3).28  The statutory 

language of section 501 makes clear that 'Congress intended to extend the exemption only when 

the sole beneficiary of the institutional operations was the public at large. The substantial import 

of this express limitation cannot be ignored.'29  The proscription against inurement in section 

501(c)(3) is “unqualified and absolute in the sense that no part of the resources of such 

organizations may be devoted to private benefit or to other than exclusively charitable uses.”30 

Prohibited private interests include those of unrelated third parties.31 Prohibited private benefits 

may include an “advantage; profit; fruit; privilege; gain; [or] interest.”32  Accordingly, a private 

benefit can manifest itself in many forms and the prohibition applies to any private person or 

organization, regardless of whether they are considered an insider of the organization or simply 

an uninvolved third party.    

 

In American Campaign Academy, the Tax Court affirmed the determination of the 

Service and held that a campaign academy that educated campaign operatives failed to establish 

they were operated exclusively for exempt purposes as required by section 501(c)(3). 33 In doing 

so it determined that the Academy’s activities served the private interests of Republican Party 

entities rather than public interests exclusively, because the organization’s graduates appeared to 

only go on to work for Republican campaigns, committees, and organizations.34 Adding that 

even if it the graduates’ decisions to choose Republican organizations were outside the control of 

the Academy, the benefit that flowed to the Republican Party caused the organization to fail the 

exempt purpose analysis; further illustrating that the prohibited private interest aspect of the 

analysis could be satisfied by demonstrating a benefit provided to unrelated third parties.35  

 

The actions of the Freedom Foundation, much like those of the American Campaign 

Academy, provide more than an insubstantial benefit to the Republican Party and similar groups 

in Washington and Oregon. Through the activities discussed in the Political Campaign 

Intervention section above and in the following examples, it is clear there is a substantial private 

benefit transferred to the Republican Party by way of the Freedom Foundation’s tax exempt 

activities.  

 

 

 

                                                           
28 See Treas. Reg. § 1.501(c)(3)-1(d)(1)(ii). 
29 G.C.M 39414 at 8. (Feb 29, 1984) citing to Founding Church of Scientology v. United States (hereinafter Church of 

Scientology), 412 F.2d 1197, 1199 (Ct. Cl. 1969)  
30 Id. Citing to G.C.M. 35855, A-634777, I-3218 (June 21, 1974); revoked in part on other grounds by G.C.M. 38238, I-44-784 

(Feb. 15, 1980). 
31 See Christian Stewardship Assistance, Inc. v. Commissioner, 70 T.C. 1037 (1978). 
32 Retired Teachers Legal Fund v. Commissioner, 78 T.C. 280, 286 (1982). 
33 American Campaign Academy v. Commissioner, 92 T.C. 1053 (1989), 4787-88X. at 1063.  
34 Id. at 1075. 
35 Id. at 1078-79.  
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Specific examples of activities that convey a benefit to the Republican Party. 

 

(1) An image included on the front homepage of the Freedom Foundation included a quote 

from a speaker behind a Freedom Foundation podium stating that the mission of the 

Freedom Foundation is to defeat Democrats and “liberals” and the message is clearly 

ratified and endorsed by the Freedom Foundation through its placement on the 

organization’s webpage.  

As of November, 2015, the landing page of the Freedom Foundation’s official website 

featured an image of a speaker at an official event of the Freedom Foundation making the 

following quote: “It’s time we join the Freedom Foundation in standing up and speaking out and 

stopping the liberal, left, progressive, democrats, unions, socialists, communists – they’re all the 

same.” The speaker’s comment exemplifies the Freedom Foundation’s belief that unions are 

synonymous with Democrats, giving a key that the group only uses unions as a target, or a code 

word, to actually go after the Democratic Party and affiliated groups. This message, and the 

other attacks on the Democratic Party, are in clear violation of the public benefit requirement of 

the organization’s tax exemption. Displaying the speaker’s quote so prominently on the 

Freedom Foundation site is simply another sign that the organization is operating in manner that 

flagrantly disregards the requirements imposed on the organization by the Code (see Exhibit P). 

(2) FF CEO McCabe discussed the need to reduce the power of unions as a means to 

counter the fact that unions have made Washington the “bluest” state in the country.  

On January 6, 2015, Tom McCabe, the Freedom Foundation CEO, explained the 

organization’s rationale for attacking labor unions to a group of attendees at the Freedom 

Foundation’s Free Washington Tour event in Shelton, Washington (referenced above in the 

section on political campaign intervention). According to those in attendance he told the 

audience that taking down unions would be a blow to the Democratic Party and a boon for 

Republicans: “When I got to the Freedom Foundation – it was about 13 months ago – I told my 

staff, ‘we need to fight unions.’ Because unions have corrupted our state, they have ensured that 

we’re the bluest state in the country. And I told my staff, all these things we’re fighting for, 

whether it’s property rights, whether it’s lower taxes, whether it’s less government spending, 

whether it’s agencies that are duplicating efforts – all of that stuff cannot be accomplished until 

the power of unions has been dissipated, until we reduce that power of the union, until frankly 

we defund it.” 

(3) The Freedom Foundation has recently launched a series of “Freedom Academies” 

designed to train Republican candidates at all levels of government to take on the “left”.  

During November, 2015, the Freedom Foundation hosted and promoted seventeen 

“Freedom Academies” in which they overtly encourage conservatives to run for office and 

express their opposition to “liberal” and “left” policies and candidates (see Exhibit Q). In the 

original posting on their website, the Freedom Foundation tells readers that they will learn “Why 

the left is winning” and “How we can turn the political tide.” The Freedom Foundation is 

explicitly training candidates to run against “the left” and aligning the organization and any 

participants in the academy against Democrats. In a pre-recorded call distributed by the Freedom 

Foundation in Oregon, Anne Marie Gurney, Oregon Coordinator of the Freedom Foundation, 
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identifies herself as an employee of the Freedom Foundation, and in encouraging individuals to 

come to the event, asks if the contacted citizen is interested in learning “how to use the left’s 

tactics to make real change” and “chang[ing] the political landscape of Oregon” (see Exhibit R – 

Transcript of the call).  

Specific examples of the intended outcome of these “academies” were reported by an 

individual in attendance at the November 9, 2015, “Freedom Academy” event in Warrentown, 

Oregon. Scott Roberts, Freedom in Action Director, and Anne Marie Gurney, Oregon 

Coordinator, indicate that the Freedom Foundation is using their tax-exempt status to provide 

Republicans a private benefit by training conservatives to run for local offices and limiting 

liberal influence in local government. The following are selected statements from the event: 

 Mr. Roberts, in laying out the partisan underpinning of the Freedom Foundation’s 

mission: “The Freedom Foundation is a 501(c)(3), we are one of these education 

organizations, non-profit and non-partisan, although I think most of the people that work 

in our organization are part of the right wing conspiracy, we’re all very conservative 

folks there.” 

 Mr. Roberts lays bare the reason that the Freedom Foundation is attacking labor: it’s a 

political tactic for undermining the Democratic Party: “The Freedom Foundation has 

decided that in order to advance anything that we want on the conservative side we first 

have to undo this undue influence cycle, the cycle of public sector unions giving money 

to politicians, politicians being elected and then giving the unions more monopoly 

power.”  

 Mr. Roberts on the need for the “Freedom Academy” to train conservatives so that they 

can dominate the lower rungs of public office: “…that wasn’t like headline news, but that 

is a very conservative, fiscally conservative idea that, could you imagine repeated 

hundreds or thousands of times across your state that would actually make a real 

difference it would make a real change;” reinforcing this notion later by adding “…you 

deny your opposition the same opportunity. You deny that seat to the opposition so that 

the opposition can’t ladder up.”  

 Mr. Roberts on the opposition to the Freedom Foundation being the “Left”: “In fact, here 

is what the Left does at their central committee meetings, a new person comes up, and 

they grab them by the collar, the grab ‘em and they say “you are going to run for office.”  

 Mr. Roberts on the reason why the Freedom Foundation needs to train local candidates: 

“I love local government issues. I love helping people make a change in their 

communities, this is how you do it, and this is what the Left has done to us for 30 to 40 

years, right? They have marched us to the left by filling these local positions.” Adding 

that those in attendance will make “will make good decisions, good conservative 

decisions,” if they chose to run.  

 At the end of the meeting Anne Marie Gurney tells the attendees that she “would 

encourage you to get your heads together and pick a board and target it, what board could 

we flip to conservatives in the next election in 2016, 2017, 2018?”  

 

Throughout the event Mr. Roberts used “they” to refer to Democrats and “you,” or “we” 

to refer to Republicans: “…here is what the left does at their central meetings…” and “…what 

the Left has done for 30 or 40 years right. They have marched us to the left by filling these local 
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position…” Emphasis added. The opposition, in Mr. Roberts’ context is obviously Democrats, 

but even if that wasn’t the case, Mr. Roberts is still promoting running for office as a way to 

push another ideological group out of public service, antithetical to the inclusive public benefit 

goals of any legitimate 501(c)(3). A true public benefit organization would be training anyone 

who wanted to run for office, not a specific group of individuals.  These academies, which as 

described in the invitation as a means to train new candidates for office, are clearly designed to 

build the ranks of the Republican Party in an effort to defeat Democrats.  

 

(4) The Freedom Foundation sent a letter to individuals in Oregon soliciting contributions 

and discussing the motivations of the Freedom Foundation as defeating left-wing radicals.  

On August 31, 2015, the Freedom Foundation sent out a fundraising email signed by Tom 

McCabe, the organization’s CEO. The email repeatedly touts the Freedom Foundation’s effort to 

create a private benefit for Republicans in Washington and Oregon by undermining the 

Democratic Party. Mr. McCabe describes the current environment in the Northwest as under 

“one-party rule.” The full text of the email can be found in Exhibit S, but the following are 

selected quotes that highlight the extent of the political messages included:  

 The email begins by explaining who the “enemy” is: “Are you tired of the Pacific 

Northwest being dominated by left-wing radicals?” Here, Mr. McCabe clearly identifies 

the “left-wing” as the Freedom Foundation’s target, and then goes onto explain that the 

“Freedom Foundation is leading the most aggressive push in twenty years to take back 

the Pacific Northwest.” 

 “…the takeover of the Pacific Northwest by the Left took a lot of money and 

sophistication, as well as the raw determination to co-opt the region’s political 

machinery.” Once again Mr. McCabe clearly identifies an “enemy,” Democrats, who 

must be defeated, providing a private benefit to Republicans. He then goes onto tell 

readers that his organization is doing everything it can to attack this enemy: “The 

Freedom Foundation is the only group working on a region-wide basis to mount such a 

response.” Mr. McCabe reinforces that idea by invoking the partisan battle in Wisconsin: 

“If this goal seems a little too ambitious or farfetched to you, just consider what’s 

happened in Wisconsin – another “blue” state, that is, until it suddenly wasn’t – where 

men and women of courage stepped up and took bold actions.” 

 “To put it simply, the union bosses bankroll the left-wing establishment in our region…” 

Here, Mr. McCabe shows the real reason for attacking labor unions, to undermine the 

Democratic Party and provide an advantage to Republicans.  

(5) The Freedom Foundation included in a job posting for a Litigation Attorney that one 

focus of the position would be to “discredit the union political machine” to the 

presumptive advantage of Republicans.  

In June of 2014 the Freedom Foundation website featured a job posting for a Litigation 

Attorney, which described the organization’s goal as “working to expose, defund, and discredit 

the union political machine.” This blatant example of political rhetoric was later removed from 
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the posting, but exemplifies the Freedom Foundation’s partisan underpinning. A copy of the 

original job posting has been included as Exhibit T.  

(6) The calendar on the Freedom Foundation indicates the only events the organization 

hosts and attends are geared towards Republican, Tea Party, and other conservative and 

libertarian political organizations.  

The Freedom Foundation published a list of events “by the Freedom Foundation or 

featuring Foundation staff” on its website. These events featured ten events in 2014, all of which 

took place at Republican or Libertarian group meetings. The exclusion of Democratic groups 

from this list is further evidence that the Freedom Foundation is attempting to create a private 

advantage for groups on the Conservative end of the political spectrum, not the general public. A 

copy of the list of events has been included as Exhibit O.  

(7) Following the 2014 election, the Freedom Foundation published a series of blog pieces 

on the election results, notably touting the victories of Republicans as progress and 

disparaging Democrats and liberal policies.  

All three of these articles show a private benefit for the WA Republican Party by 

attacking Democrats and painting Democratic loses in the November elections as a referendum 

on the Party’s leadership. The pieces were published in December of 2014 and written by Glen 

Morgan, an Adjunct Fellow at the Freedom Foundation:  

a. In the first article in the series, Recent Elections in Thurston County Shock the 

Political Establishment, Mr. Morgan tells readers that “the Democratic Party has 

total control of the Thurston County government” and that this government has a 

“well-deserved reputation for egregious incompetence and legendary malfeasance,” 

but “rather than changing harmful policies, the political success that has created the 

mess has convinced them that the solution can be found in a new form of local 

political government.” The article concludes with the ominous prophecy that “the 

Democratic Party will continue to turn a blind eye to racism and corruption as long as 

the political donations keep on flowing from hate cult leaders” (see Exhibit U). 

b. The second article, Kitsap County Ground Zero for Political Battle as 2014 

Conservative Success Demonstrates, gloats about the defeat of Russ Hauge, a 

Democrat whose “relentless persecution and legal harassment of local gun rights 

activist Marcus Carter was a good example of how an elected official can use their 

office to abuse the legal process for political ends.” In contrast to the long attack on 

Mr. Hauge the Republican victor is described only as “Republican challenger and 

Port Orchard Resident…” This is another example of the Freedom Foundation using 

its voice to disparage Democrats for the private gain of the Republican Party (see 

Exhibit V). 

c. The third and final article in the series, Despite Charter Vote, Clark County 

Trends More Conservative, takes pains to paint the Columbia River Crossing 

Project as a “fiasco” and then link Democratic leadership to this project, “In fact it 

was local opposition to this boondoggle that contributed significantly to the current 
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shift towards the Republican Party.” The message is clear: Democrats have failed and 

Republicans are, thankfully, on the rise (see Exhibit W). 

(8) The Freedom Foundation contacted recently elected School District Directors to 

encourage them to join conservative groups in an effort to forward Republican and 

conservative policy.  

On November 17, 2015 Jami Lund sent out an email to a recently elected School District 

Director in which his title is listed as “Senior Education Policy Analyst, Freedom Foundation.” 

The emails ask if the official is “interested in local control, effective use of funds and operations 

which reflect conservative or libertarian approaches to sound governing?” If so, the message 

urges the director to contact Mr. Lund about “starting a caucus among Directors who desire to 

reflect conservative or libertarian values to put effective services to students first in school 

decision-making.” The email continues on to encourage Directors to join the “Facebook group 

for right-of-center, conservative or libertarian Directors.” Here, Mr. Lund represents the 

Freedom Foundation in its effort to facilitate political gain for one side of the political spectrum 

by using the organization’s tax exempt resources to organize and further a “conservative or 

libertarian” agenda at the exclusion of Democrats (see Exhibit X). 

The actions of the Freedom Foundation do not coincide with the permissible exempt 

purposes of a 501(c)(3) organization and as such the Freedom Foundation’s exemption should 

be revoked. As evidenced by the examples above the Freedom Foundation is open in its 

intention to benefit Republicans and similarly situated political groups in Washington and 

Oregon. Their persistent labeling of Democrats and unions as the enemy make clear that the 

Freedom Foundation is not interested in benefiting the public generally. Making clear the only 

members of the public that benefit from the activities of the Freedom Foundation are those that 

are politically aligned with the organization.  

III. A substantial part of the Freedom Foundation’s activities is attempting to 

influence legislative activity and lobbying. 

No organization may qualify for, or maintain its exemption under, section 501(c)(3) if a 

substantial part of its activities are lobbying or attempting to influence legislation.  While a 

501(c)(3) organization may engage in some lobbying, excessive lobbying activity is a grounds 

for the issuance of excise taxes and, under certain circumstances, the revocation of the 

organization’s tax-exempt status. 

The Freedom Foundation is an organization that has elected to report lobbying activities 

under the expenditure test an organization may elect under section 501(h) of the Code. As such, 

to determine whether its expenses exceed the permissible threshold, it is important to consider 

what activities must be factored for the purpose of this test. 

Congress enacted the §501(h) expenditure test in 1976 in order to provide a formula that 

public charities could use to determine what portion of their exempt-purpose budget could 

permissibly be used for lobbying without incurring penalties.36 Under this test, a 501(c)(3) 

                                                           
36 Elizabeth Schmidt, Nonprofit Law: The Life Cycle of a Charitable Organization 563 (2011); see also IRC §§ 501(h)(1)-

(h)(2)(a). 
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organization’s lobbying expenditures (i.e. attempts to influence legislation) are the sum of its 

expenditures during a year that include direct lobbying and grassroots lobbying.37 

IRS publications define lobbying expenditures as “expenditures (including allocable 

overhead and administrative costs) paid or incurred for the purposes of attempting to influence 

legislation.”38 Examples of expenditures that are considered attempting to influence legislation 

include the spending of funds on “volunteers; paid staff or management; media advertisements; 

mailings to members, legislators, or the public; publications, or published or broadcast 

statements; grants to other organizations for lobbying purposes; direct contact with legislators, 

their staffs, government officials, or a legislative body; or rallies, demonstrations, seminars, 

conventions, speeches, lecture, or another other means.”39 If any of these means are used, the 

organization must disclose the amount spent on those activities.40 

Under section 501(h) direct lobbying includes the following elements: 1) 

communications directed at a legislator, 2) regarding specific legislation, and 3) expressing a 

view on such legislation.41 The term legislator includes any elected official, including, but not 

limited to, U.S. Members of Congress, State legislative members, local governing body 

members, or city council members, or employee working for such covered official.42 Legislation 

includes all bills, resolutions, and proposals at the local, state, and federal levels.43 Expenditures 

for activities that urge the public to vote on ballot measures are also treated as direct lobbying 

expenditures for the purpose of the expenditure test.  

Under 501(h), grassroots lobbying is a subcategory of the expenditure test that 1) 

addresses specific legislation, 2) expresses a view on the issue, 3) is directed at the general 

public, and 4) encourages the public to take action with regard to their view on the issue.44 The 

call to action can be direct, by soliciting individuals to contact their legislators and providing the 

appropriate contact information or a mechanism to make contact, or indirect, by listing 

legislators or voting histories. The following example is provided to better illustrate expenses 

that must be factored in when calculating grassroots lobbying expenditures:  

“Organization R makes the services of E, one of its paid executives, available to S, an 

organization described in section 501(c)(4) of the Code. E works for several weeks to 

assist S in developing materials that urge voters to contact their congressional 

representatives to indicate their support for specific legislation. In performing this work, 

E uses office space and clerical assistance provided by R. R pays full salary and benefits 

to E during this period and receives no reimbursement from S for these payments or for 

                                                           
37 Schmidt, supra at 563-64; see also IRS, Instructions for Schedule C (Form 990 or 990-EZ), Cat. No. 20374L (2015) (“All 

activities intended to influence foreign, national, state, or local legislation. Such activities include direct lobbying (attempting to 

influence the legislators) and grassroots lobbying (attempting to influence legislation by influencing the general public)”). 
38 IRS, Instructions for Schedule C (Form 990 or 990-EZ), Cat. No. 20374L, 2 (2015). 
39 Steven D. Simpson, Tax Compliance for Tax-Exempt Organizations, 224 (2009 ed.).  
40 Id.  
41 See Id.; see also IRC §§ 4911(d)(1)(A)-(d)(1)(B); Treas. Reg. §56.4911-2(b)(1). 
42 IRC § 4911(d)(1)(B); Treas. Reg. §§ 56.4911-2(b)(1)(i)(A)-(B).  
43 IRC § 4911(e)(2); Treas. Reg. §§ 56.4911-2(d)(1). 
44 Schmidt, supra at 563-64; see also IRC § 4911(d)(1)(A). 
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the other facilities and assistance provided. All expenditures of R, including allocable 

office and overhead expenses, that are attributable to this assignment are grass roots 

expenditures because E was engaged in an attempt to influence legislation.”45 

Failure to comply with the limits imposed by the expenditure test can result in a penalty 

tax of 25% of the excess lobbying expenditures.46 Furthermore, if the organization continually 

makes expenditures exceeding either the direct or grassroots lobbying amounts by more than 

150% for a four year period, it will lose its tax exemption.47   

The Freedom Foundation’s form 990 for 2014 states that its direct lobbying expenditures 

for the year were $8,395 and that grassroots lobbying expenditures were $28,937 (see exhibit Y).  

Taken in the context of the examples and statements included below, this number appears to be 

grossly understated. Accordingly, since the Freedom Foundation has shown a disregard for the 

other provisions of the Code that regulate the activity of a section 501(c)(3) organization, it is 

without question these numbers may also warrant a further examination. The following examples 

have been included to demonstrate the activities being conducted by the Freedom Foundation 

that should be considered when calculating the organization’s true annual lobbying expenditures. 

Specific examples of direct and grassroots lobbying expenditures 

(1) The Washington Attorney General recently sued the Freedom Foundation for failing to 

report costs associated with ballot initiative activity in three municipalities.  

On October 14, 2015, the Attorney General in Washington State sued the Freedom 

Foundation for failing to report costs associated with ballot activities in three separate 

municipalities (see Exhibit Z). This action by the Attorney General to enforce the State’s 

campaign finance laws is clear evidence of the Freedom Foundation’s failure to fully report its 

lobbying activity as required by Washington State. This also strongly suggests that, given the 

other facts, the Freedom Foundation possibly under-reported its lobbying expenses to the IRS as 

well.  

(2) Multiple Freedom Foundation staff members are engaged in lobbying activities and the 

expenses associated with the overhead and administrative costs of those activities should 

be factored into the organization’s lobbying expenditures.  

In several examples included above, and in those listed below, multiple Freedom 

Foundation employees discuss the organization’s efforts to lobby both directly and by way of 

grassroots actions. These examples indicate that the Freedom Foundation now employs two 

registered lobbyists and Scott Roberts, Freedom in Action Director, dedicates a substantial part 

of his time to political and legislative efforts. As such, the costs associated with these three staff 

members, including salaries for them and any supporting staff, along with any other costs in 

furtherance of legislative activities, need to be factored into the annual lobbying expenses of the 

organization. At the current time, it appears some of these costs have been reported on filings in 

Washington and on the organization’s most recent 990 filing; however, based on the following 

                                                           
45 Treas. Reg. § 56.4911-3(b).  
46 IRC § 4911(a)(1). 
47 Treas. Reg. § 1.501(h)-3(b); see also IRC § 501(h)(1). 
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examples the full extent of the Freedom Foundation’s lobbying might not be accounted for, 

thereby warranting further examination by the IRS. 

(3) Based on the account of CEO Tom McCabe, a substantial portion of the Freedom 

Foundation’s activity is lobbying.  

On April 23, 2015 Tom McCabe told attendees at a Freedom Foundation Fundraiser for 

then candidate Lynda Wilson (included above as an example under political campaign 

intervention) that “Number one, we did legislation this year. For the first time in the history of 

the Freedom Foundation we introduced bills, and the bills were, I call them the union 

transparency bills, there were five of them, I’ll give you a couple I won’t go through them all but 

the first bill required Jay Inslee, who got elected by the Democrats, and the unions, when they sat 

down to do bargaining, which they do, it required that the doors be open.” He goes onto describe 

the grassroots prong of the Freedom Foundation’s lobbying operation: “So the other thing is 

what if my elected officials, I take these ordinances to them and lobby, and by the way I’m using 

the labor issue, you could do this on whatever issue you want, so what if your local elected 

official says yeah nice idea but I’m not going to do it? Fortunately there are 63 subdivisions that 

allow the power of the local initiative four of them happen to be in Clark county.”  

(4) Additional comments by Freedom Foundation Staff suggests lobbying is a substantial 

part of the organization’s activities.  

In a series of presentations in January, 2015, Freedom Foundation representatives 

explained the organization’s shift towards making lobbying a more substantial part of the 

organization’s activities. As part of the “Free Washington” tour discussed above, the following 

examples were reported by those in attendance and give an indication of the level of lobbying 

the Freedom Foundation is undertaking at this point:  

a. Free Washington Tour – Spokane 

On January 5, 2015 Scott Roberts, Freedom in Action Director, told attendees at a 

Freedom Foundation event that: “We are providing legal support to the citizens who are asking 

for those ideas to be put on the ballot…”  and “…it’s a long session, 105 days. And we have, the 

Freedom Foundation with the union project, Jamie and Max tell me they have roughly ten or 

twelve bills now that they’re trying to get going again through legislators, some will start in the 

House, some will start in the Senate, and the Freedom Foundation is gonna do a weekly leg 

update with those guys, so if you go to our website…” 

b. Free Washington Tour – Everett 

At a January 6, 2015 Freedom Foundation event Maxford Nelsen, Labor Policy Analyst, 

told attendees that “The Freedom Foundation made a conscious decision last session to get 

involved in the legislative process. Myself and Jamie Lund, our labor analyst, both registered as 

lobbyists. As a 501(c)(3) we can do limited amounts of lobbying, so we’re taking advantage of 

what we’re allowed to do and are actively participating in the legislative process. So last session 

we supported five very incremental, very reasonable labor reform pieces of legislation that were 

introduced in the State Senate. All five got committee hearings, all five passed out of committee, 

one out of five had a full vote of the Senate and passed by fairly large margins and died in the 

House, as expected.” 
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c. Free Washington Tour – Bellingham 

On January 6, 2015, Matt Hayward, Washington Coordinator, described the scope of the 

organization’s lobbying effort. According to an individual in attendance Mr. Hayward said that 

“It’s all about the defunding of the political aspect, that’s our main thing, but it’s not the only 

thing, we’re doing everything, trying to come from the state legislative level all the way down to 

the municipality, from decertification, to right to work, to transparency you know? So it’s not 

like there’s one battle or one avenue we’re trying to get them all.” Mr. Hayward also described 

an instance of direct lobbying that he had undertaken in Washington State: “So I’ve got a 

meeting this week with Mike Padden, Mike Padden is an East Washington Senator, an attorney, 

very strong on religious liberty guy. So I meet with him, say we need to fix this thing, would you 

be willing to work with us and put together a bill….”  

d. Free Washington Tour – Federal Way 

On January 7, 2015, Brian Minnich, the Executive Vice President of the Freedom 

Foundation, told attendees that “Locally….one of the three legs of the stool, 3 or 4 legs that we 

have – mentioned it earlier, going out to local jurisdictions with local initiatives in 2014. Scott 

Roberts and his crew are going to double their efforts in that regard. One thing we’re going to do 

is look at friendly county councils where we could go after right to work legislation or 

ordinances at the local level where we don’t do it through it through initiative, adopt it locally, 

we do it through council action and start to pick ‘em off that way. …three counties that could 

adopt right to work for their counties.” 

e. Free Washington Tour – Sequim 

On January 8, 2015, Ron Valencia, Advancement Associate, asked attendees at a 

Freedom Foundation event: “How many of you guys are aware that the Freedom Foundation 

assisted two initiatives in Sequim when it came to labor laws?”  

(5) Mr. Roberts in a presentation to the Yakima Republicans Liberty Caucus discussed the 

extensive work being done by the Freedom Foundation to draft and pass local initiatives.  

On January 20, 2015, Scott Roberts, the Freedom Foundation’s Freedom in Action 

Director, told a group at the Yakima Republicans Liberty Caucus in Yakima, Washington and 

discussed above, that: “I’m working really hard in the legislature to try to reform the local 

initiative laws…So I wrote – I’ve asked David Taylor, by the way – he’s going to sponsor it, to 

sponsor a bill that reforms local initiative law.” Adding that “We’re lobbying directly with local 

governments. We’ve got a couple of local governments…I told you our ideas got blocked by the 

initiative process – that’s not the only way to get ordinances passed. You can lobby the council 

to pass them, themselves, right. So we have a couple places where these counties and cities are 

considering our ideas to pass them directly. What I like about that is if the unions go to sue them 

now it’s not the citizens versus the city in a lawsuit, it’s the city versus the unions in a lawsuit 

and it will be interesting to see how the courts treat that. I think they’ll be more favorable to the 

cities.” 

(6) Articles on the official blog of the Freedom Foundation include the following 

statements that further illustrate the extent of the lobbying activity the Freedom 

Foundation is undertaking.  
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a. Freedom Foundation Managing Editor Jeff Rhodes discusses the organization’s 

efforts against the $15 dollar minimum wage ballot initiative (see Exhibit AA). 

On April 10, 2014, Jeff Rhodes, the Managing Editor for the Freedom Foundation, 

published a post on the organization’s official blog which attacked the concept of a $15 

minimum wage and claimed that “liberals cling to the myth that economic growth requires the 

proper combination of rules and regulations when, in fact, real growth occurs in inverse 

proportion to the amount of red tape with which employers must contend.” This rhetoric is not 

only politically motivated commentary on a ballot initiative, it is also provides a private benefit 

to Republicans by broadly attacking “liberal” thinking as a whole. 

b. Scott Roberts wrote a series of blog posts in 2014 outlining the extensive 

activities the Freedom Foundation was working on that would ultimately become 

the basis for ballot initiatives in several municipalities (see exhibits BB-DD). 

In October of 2014 three blog posts written by Scott Roberts, Freedom in Action Director 

at the Freedom Foundation, appeared on the Freedom Foundation’s blog. These posts exemplify 

the Freedom Foundation’s involvement in lobbying because they express the Foundation’s 

advocacy on behalf of a ballot initiative. The posts claim that the Foundation “wrote sample 

initiative[s]” and then sent staff to the Commission’s meeting to promote the initiatives in 

person.  

As evidenced by the posts above, lobbying has become an activity to which the Freedom 

Foundation is dedicating substantial time and resources. In light of these examples, the IRS 

should take a closer look at the figures reported by the Freedom Foundation to determine 

whether the amount of lobbying and work done to further the organization’s legislative 

objectives has become a substantial part of the organization’s activities.  

Conclusion 

 The facts included in the above complaint clearly demonstrate that the actions of the 

Freedom Foundation run afoul of the IRS requirements for an organization to qualify as exempt 

under section 501(c)(3) of the Code. As such, the IRS should investigate the Freedom 

Foundation, and should it determine that the organization has, in fact, violated its tax exempt 

status, revoke the organization’s status and impose excise taxes.  

The actions of the Freedom Foundation are not benefiting the public and the taxpayers 

should no longer be required to subsidize this partisan activity. Because the Freedom Foundation 

is explicit in its intent to continue violating the tax code unless the IRS becomes involved, quick 

action is needed to prevent similar and continuing violations.    

Thank you for your prompt attention to this matter,  

         

Andrew Biviano 

Founding Member 

Northwest Accountability Project 
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